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Abstract : Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have gained huge attention in several real-time applications such as environment monitoring, military 

applications. Due to their technological advancements, the demand of these networks is increasing rapidly. However, these networks operate in ISM bands, 

thus spectrum scarcity becomes a challenging issue in this field.  Currently, Cognitive Radio’s (CRs) has come up as a promising resolution in 

communication to deal with WSN spectrum related issues. Generally, these CRs act as secondary user (SU’s) where these nodes opportunistically access the 

available spectrum when primary user (PU/licensed) user is not accessing the spectrum. Moreover, the dynamic spectrum access is also considered as 

promising characteristic which can be beneficial in WSN due to its event driven communication strategy. Conventional methods of spectrum access face 

several drawbacks such as low accessibility, high interruption and energy consumption. Therefore, this work is focused on energy aware spectrum sensing 

mechanism by considering the spectrum aware clustering mechanism to cater the spectrum utilization issues and prolong the network lifetime. Current 

researches have reported the advantage of cooperative spectrum sensing and positive impact of incorporating machine learning methods to increase the 

spectrum utilization.  Therefore, the proposed work is based on Q-learning based reinforcement learning scheme where it uses state-action-reward 

mechanism to estimate the decision. Along with this, spatial, temporal and residual energy parameters are incorporated to enhance the clustering 

performance. Based on this model, the outcome of the Proposed QLSS approach is compared with the state-of-art schemes where Proposed QLSS (Q-

Learning based spectrum sensing) approach outperforms in terms of network lifetime, spectrum sensing, detection and utilization.  
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I. Introduction  

 
Currently, radio technology is going through the rapid advancement phase which has helped to produce memory and power efficient 

dispersed networks by adopting the low-cost and compact communication nodes. These nodes are widely adopted for diverse applications 

and the network of these devices is known as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1].  The WSN is comprised of these small nodes which are 

used to perform several tasks such as temperature monitoring, biomedical systems for health monitoring, agriculture monitoring and many 

other applications [2]. These networks have gained huge attention because of their easy deployment and monitoring capability in harsh 

environment where manual placement of monitoring systems is not feasible. With the help of continuous research, these networks have been 

refined by incorporating significant improvements. Therefore, the current scenario of these nodes includes several promising factors such as 

less power consumption by using power saving techniques [3], node positioning schemes [4], security management [5] and many other 

schemes. Although enhanced sensor node capabilities mitigate some problems such as memory size and computational complexity 

restrictions, new issues continue to crop up as technology advances. WSNs primarily use unlicensed ISM bands for operation. While the 

ISM bands were less congested a few years ago, especially in the higher frequency ranges. The coexistence issue is now being caused by a 

considerable growth in applications employing these bands [6]. It is obvious that WSNs require more capabilities to reduce the interference 

caused by other applications that use these frequencies.  Due to the operation in ISM band where numerous devices operate such as 

Bluetooth & ZigBee, the spectrum scarcity and coexistence of different network becomes a challenging issue to take the full advantage of the 

communication system [7].  

In order to overcome the concern of spectrum paucity in WSN, a new concept of cognitive WSN has been presented in literature [8-9]. 

Cognitive Radio is a significant new approach for proficient spectrum allocation and exploitation. A Cognitive Radio (CR) is an intelligent 

wireless communication system that may modify its internal settings to produce a dependable and effective communication by being aware 

of its environment [10]. Using CR technology, unlicensed (secondary) users scan the spectrum on a regular basis for open channels, which 

they then utilise despite the fact that the licenced (primary) users initially own the channels. This nature of CRs helps to mitigate the 

interference problem and improves the spectrum utilization. Thus, CR combined with WSN is in trend as cognitive radio sensor networks.  

According to the nature of CRSN, spectrum sensors frequently scan the spectrum in CRSN to provide PU protection against interference and 

obtain higher-resolution estimations of the spectrum availability [11]. The energy consumption of an energy-constrained network, which 
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typically runs on batteries, is increased by this frequent scanning. As a result, CRSNs must carefully consider energy saving throughout 

design [11, 12, 13]. Therefore, energy harvesting methods are widely studied in this field such as Obaid et al. [14] presented a new concept 

which uses mobility aware clustering scheme based MAC protocol for energy harvesting in CRWSN. The cluster head assessment is 

performed based on residual energy, speed of node and weights assigned to the nodes. Xu et al. [15] presented novel method for secrecy rate 

maximization to consider the secure resource allocation. This method transforms the non-convex problem into a convex problem and then 

primary decomposition method is applied for harvesting. EH-enabled sensors can work seamlessly without changing batteries since they can 

harvest energy from radio signals or ambient energy sources.  

In contrast, resource management tasks such as spectrum sensing and spectrum allocation are the challenging issues. Several methods 

have been developed to cope up the issue of spectrum scarcity such as cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) and non-cooperative spectrum 

sensing. The CSS methods can be employed when the nodes are placed in different locations. Moreover, the cooperative nature of nodes 

increases the spectrum sensing reliability than individual sensing. This cooperation helps to mitigate the issues of shadowing and multipath 

fading. Generally, the cooperative spectrum sensing shares the information with the fusion centre for decision making. Cao et al. [16] used a 

cooperative spectrum sensing mechanism based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Bagheri et al. [17] adopted game theory based 

model along with cooperative spectrum sensing to maximize the network lifetime along with spectrum management. Similarly, non-

cooperative schemes are also widely adopted for spectrum management such as Chen et al. [18] presented optimized non-cooperative 

spectrum sensing scheme which combined multi-resolution method, spectrum entropy method and phase space reconstruction method to 

improve the performance. However, these techniques suffer from various issues such as low sensing capability, low transmission rates. 

Moreover, the harvested energy is sporadic and unstable.  

Currently, learning based schemes are widely adopted to achieve the efficient spectrum management. Reinforcement learning (RL) is 

considered as one of the promising technique in this domain. In [19] authors adopted RL approach in cooperative spectrum sensing which is 

used for dynamic scanning preference list resulting in reduction of scanning overhead and delay. Gao et al. [20] also used cooperative 

spectrum sensing with multi-agent RL. Similarly, Jiang et al. [21] used multi-agent RL approach for spectrum sensing and channel access.  

Generally, during the spectrum sensing and signal identification task, the sensing methods require priori information such as noise 

parameters, cyclic frequencies to operate. Moreover, reimplementation of decision mechanism is recommended on the processed received 

signal. This process affects the decision making process of the system. Thus, traditional methods are not suitable and cannot satisfy the 

requirement of spectrum management.   

Deep learning (DL) has been suggested in this area as a remedy to the problems associated with the parameter adaption of traditional 

approaches. This technique extracts the inherent properties of supplied inputs by performing the several convolutions. Moreover, it 

eliminates the need of a dedicated computation model for decision making required for spectrum management. The current researches have 

reported the significance of deep learning scheme for spectrum management over traditional methods. Recently, deep reinforcement learning 

is also adopted in this field for cooperative and non-cooperative spectrum sensing scheme. Sarikhani et al. [22] discussed about the 

combination of deep learning with RL for cooperative spectrum sensing.  

In this work, we focus on spectrum management and adopt the reinforcement learning process for spectrum sensing. The main contribution 

of this work is as follows: 

 Presenting channel and energy consumption modelling.  

 Presenting a Q learning model for spectrum management. 

 Presenting a new action-reward based model aligned with the cognitive enabled networks.  

Rest of the article contains following details: section II presents the discussion about recent techniques of spectrum management and energy 

aware approaches for cognitive radio sensor networks, section III presents proposed solution for spectrum sensing and allocation, section IV 

describes the outcome of Proposed QLSS approach and finally, section V presents the concluding remarks of proposed approach.  

 

II. Literature Survey 

  

Previous section has described several advantages of cognitive radio networks to overcome the issue of spectrum resources. The 

opportunistic spectrum access mechanism for primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) makes it more attractive solution where SU’s 

detect the PU’s signal correctly and avoid the interference. Generally, the SUs operations use high transmission power to cater the 

throughput and spectrum usage requirement. The high rate of power consumption is also considered as a challenging issue for CRWSNs. 

Therefore, authors in [16] presented a spectrum sensing solution which also considers energy efficiency as the prime factor which affects the 

network performance. To achieve this, author’s presented particle swarm optimization (PSO) based approach to attain the ideal number of 

nodes under the conditions of false alarm probability and detection probability. Further, Cauchy mutation is also applied to mitigate the local 

optimization problem. In another work, Joon et al. [23] presented energy aware spectrum sensing method based on Q-learning approach. 

This approach uses a reward mechanism for CH selection. In next stage, it uses AODV based routing protocol to formulate the routing path. 

The routing is done based on residual energy, number of hops, channel condition, trust factor and communication range.   

Devaraj et al. [24] focused on spectrum sensing in wireless sensor network and introduced an adaptive cooperative spectrum sensing 

mechanism. Chen et al. [18] reported the computational complexity and detection performance as main drawbacks of non-cooperative 

algorithms for spectrum sensing in CRWSN. To overcome this issue, authors introduced a novel non-cooperative approach to increase the 

spectrum sensing outcome. This approach uses multi-resolution technique, phase reconstruction and singular spectrum entropy method to 

perform the spectrum sensing for narrowband signals.  In [25], authors adopted cooperative spectrum sensing scheme for dynamic cognitive 
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radio sensor networks. This approach tackles the hidden terminal problem by using convex optimization based solutions with the help of 

Markov chains.   

Currently, machine learning based approaches are widely adopted for spectrum sensing purpose in cooperative and non-cooperative 

spectrum sensing methods. According to a study presented in [26], authors adopted Support vector machine (SVM) to form the clusters for 

cooperative spectrum sensing mechanism. This scheme shows several advantages such as more secure, optimized, less redundancy and 

effective sensing performance. Currently, the Reinforcement learning based approaches are widely adopted in these networks to model the 

behaviour of network resource utilization and network behaviour. According to the RL paradigm, the action-taking agent analyses the 

outside world or environment of working with the help of reward assignment method and modifies its behaviour in response to reward values 

gleaned from the surroundings. The agent's goal is to discover the best course of action to maximise the overall reward. Recently, the 

behaviours of the SUs in CR networks have been modelled using Q-learning [27], one of the RL algorithms. To learn the behaviours of other 

SUs and choose the independent users for collaboration to increase detection efficiency, SU is represented using a Q-learning technique in 

[28]. However, while choosing partners for cooperative sensing, the detection capability of SUs is not taken into account, which might lead 

to poor detection efficiency. Similarly, Ning et [19] presented reinforcement learning based cooperative spectrum sensing scheme for SUs. 

This model uses Q-learning strategy which helps to learn the channel utilisation pattern of the PUs resulting in formation of dynamic 

spectrum preference list. This listing scheme minimizes delay. Further, Discounted upper confidence bound (D-UCB) based cooperative 

scheme is presented where each SU learns the utilization pattern and selects the node with highest detection probability value as the 

cooperative partner.  

Aslam et al. [29] adopted machine learning technique to proliferate the performance and power control of spectrum management in 

CRSNs. According to this method, the network users are modelled as non-cooperative framework where PU’s power control policy is 

predefined and fixed where the SU is unaware of PU’s power control policy. The overall performance of the system is improved by 

incorporating deep Q learning technique. Stephan et al. [30] discussed the energy efficiency related issues in cognitive radio sensor networks 

and suggested to adopt the unequal clustering methods to balance the energy consumption for improving the network lifetime. Moreover, the 

CH selection process should consider energy consumption, number of accessible free channels. Moreover, link stability also should be 

considered to improve the stability. In order to achieve the improved performance of network, this article presented a Deep Belief Network 

performance to provide the solution for clustering problem.   

Mabrook et al. [31] studied the advantages of cooperative spectrum sensing because it overcomes the signal shadowing and fading 

problems. Moreover, authors reported the advantages of machine learning and deep learning based scheme in this field due to its nature of 

learning the data pattern efficiently. Therefore, authors presented a combined approach by using Neural network and Fuzzy logic approach as 

adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference System for decision making to identify the accurate and optimal channel. This ANFIS model is trained 

with several relevant features such as power levels, channel identity and channel repetition number etc. Similarly, second phase uses ANFIS 

technique on adaptive blind cooperative spectrum sensing for optimal cooperative user selection. Lee et al. [32] discussed about the working 

of cooperative spectrum sensing which lead to occupying the multiple bands while opportunistically accessing the spectrum. In this work, 

authors presented a deep cooperative sensing scheme based on convolution neural network. in this approach, the individual sensing results 

are learned autonomously without focusing on the quantization of data. Furthermore, this method also considers the spectral and spatial 

correlation of sensing outcome which helps to minimize the error in detection.  In our previous work [36], we adopted Fuzzy logic and Q-

learning based concept and developed a novel routing approach while considering the network lifetime as the crucial parameter of the 

network. The Q learning is adopted for packet forwarding scheme and cluster formation is done based on spectrum and residual energy 

parameters.  

  

III. Proposed Model for Spectrum Sensing 

 
This segment demonstrates the proposed resolution for spectrum supervision in cognitive radio sensor networks. The proposed approach 

focus on spectrum sensing while considering the wireless sensor network attributes. The proposed model uses clustering scheme where it 

formulates the clusters to increase the coordination among CR nodes.  Most of the traditional WSN clustering algorithms are based on the 

residual energy based clustering. The Proposed QLSS approach involves estimation of vacant channel in both spatial and temporal 

environments to perform the clustering. The cluster is formulated by grouping number of nodes where cluster head (CH) is selected based on 

certain criteria and nodes are termed as cluster members. These cluster member nodes communicate with CH through common vacant 

channel. The cluster head performs several tasks which are required in networks such as aggregation, channel sensing, decision making and 

other computations. The spectrum sensing is considered as a Markov Decision Process to select the best channel from the available channels. 

However, selection of optimal channels from a large list may consume extra energy and selection of a channel which is occupied frequently 

also leads to continuous switching, this may degrade the performance of network. Minimizing the energy consumption, improving the 

spectrum utilization are the prime objectives of this work. Various elements of this work are described here.  

 

a. System model  
 

In this work, we have considered wireless sensor network with cognitive radio enabled devices (CRSN). These CRSNs are organized 

haphazardly in the given zone. These nodes are resource hungry in terms of energy and computation capacity and range of transmission etc. 

We have considered a static deployment. Cognitive Radio aided sensors are opportunistic users which are termed as SUs. These SUs 
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participate in the cluster formation process and finally cluster based hierarchal method is adopted to perform the communication.  Generally, 

these nodes are deployed arbitrarily in adverse location by using uncontrolled methods such as dispersing the nodes from aeroplanes.  A 

basic model of this network is depicted in the below given figure 1.  

 
Fig.1. Basic architecture of network 

 

Channel Modelling: We consider a scenario where total 𝑁 number of channels is present. These channels can be accessed by SUs 

speculatively and these channels are licenced to PUs. These channels are modelled as Rayleigh fading channels however; there can be 

interference in communicating SU nodes.  

Energy Model:  The tradition WSN consumes maximum energy in sensing and transmission phase whereas these cognitive enabled 

networks perform additional operations such as spectrum management which consumes additional energy. Due to this, energy consumption 

is comparatively high in these networks.  Therefore, energy consumption issues need to be addressed while focusing on these networks. We 

assume that energy consumed in spectrum switching is ℰ𝑆𝑊, energy consumed during spectrum sensing is ℰ𝑆𝑆 and energy consumed by SU 

to transmit 𝐿 bit of data is expressed as: 

                          ℰ𝑡𝑥(𝐿) = {
(𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑑2 + 𝑒𝑅𝐹) × 𝐿, 𝑑 < 𝑑0

(𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑝
′ 𝑑4 + 𝑒𝑅𝐹) × 𝐿, 𝑑 ≥ 𝑑0

            ------(1)  

Where 𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑝 is the energy consumed by amplifier, 𝑒𝑅𝐹 characterises the energy require by RF circuit in communication, 𝑑 represents the 

direct distance between the communicating transmitter and receiver nodes and 𝑑0 is the threshold distance used for selecting the path loss 

model and it is denoted as 𝑑0 = √
𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑝
′ .  Similarly, energy consumed to receive the 𝐿 bit of data is expressed as: 

                          ℰ𝑟𝑥(𝐿) = 𝐿 × 𝑒𝑅𝐹                                      ----------------(2) 

 
 

b. Implementation using Q-learning scheme   

 
This section describes the Q learning based Proposed QLSS approach for spectrum sensing. It is based on the unsupervised mechanism 

and works on action-reward mechanism of agents based on the machine learning concept. The agent in state 𝑠 interacts with the 

environment. This interaction is carried out by means of action 𝑎 with the motivation to learn the environment based on the action analysis. 

According to its policy, the agent gets reward for the performed action as 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) which is used for updating the Q-value. In any state  𝑠, 

agent can choose a specific action based on its learning history to maximize the reward. The history of Q-learning represents the state-action 

reward sequence which is expressed as: 

                                                 〈𝑠0, 𝑎0, 𝑟1, 𝑠1, 𝑎1, 𝑟2, 𝑠2, 𝑎2, 𝑟3, … 〉                    ------------(3)  

According to the above expression, the agent 𝑎0 is present in state 𝑠0 and gets a reward  𝑟1. This process continues until the best solution is 

obtained. This interaction and state-action reward process (〈𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠′〉) generates the 𝑄 values as 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎). This value of 𝑄 is updated in each 

round as follows: 

𝑄𝑡+1 (𝑠, 𝑎) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑄𝑡(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛼 {𝑟𝑡(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾 max
𝑏∈𝐴

[𝑄𝑡+1(𝑠, 𝑏)]}  ------------(4) 

 
 

Here 𝛼 denotes the learning rate as 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1. If the value of 𝛼 is close to 0 then the learning process is poor and decisions are made from 

history of state-reward actions. Moreover, impact of reward depends on the discount factor  𝛾 which is ranging between 0 to 1 as 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1 

 

According to Proposed QLSS model, we consider that total 𝑛 number of sensor nodes is deployed randomly. These nodes can communicate 

the control packets over a single channel in ISM bands. However, to improve the communication efficiency, these nodes focus on 

discovering the unused spectrums and use them opportunistically as SU. This process of spectrum scanning, sensing and selection consume 

more time. Therefore, to reduce these overheads, we adopt the Q learning mechanism to estimate the spectrum availability. Moreover, the 

proposed approach uses a cooperative message exchange method via ISM band to improve the learning speed.  
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At this stage, each node 𝑘 which is present in any state 𝑠𝑘(𝑐𝑗) of each channel (𝑐𝑗) with initial weights  𝑊𝑡
𝑘(𝑐𝑗). When the nodes start 

scanning for the spectrum availability, the weights are initialized with the maximum value as 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 , this weight decreases with the time as  

follows: 

                          𝑊𝑡
𝑘(𝑐𝑗) = 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ exp−𝛽∗𝑡 , 0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1  -----------(5)  

This is the exploration phase of the network where nodes collect the information related to spectrum states by sensing the spectrums which is 

the action of Q-learning process. The Q-learning process learns the patterns of PUs and estimates the reward for the corresponding action 

and updates the resultant Q-value. A node 𝑘 scans the spectrum 𝑐𝑖 which receives a reward as 𝑟𝑡
𝑘(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐𝑖) which is expressed as: 

             𝑟𝑡
𝑘(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐𝑖) = {

1 − ∑
(1−𝑠𝑗(𝑐𝑗))∗𝑊𝑡

𝑗
(𝑐𝑗)

𝑁
 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑘(𝑐𝑖) = 1𝑁

𝑗=1

− ∑
(1−𝑠𝑗(𝑐𝑗))∗𝑊𝑡

𝑗
(𝑐𝑗)

𝑁

𝑁
𝑗=1 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑘(𝑐𝑖) = 0

  -----------(6)  

Where 1 denotes the ideal condition and 0 is the busy condition. In next phase, the node 𝑘 updates these Q values of spectrum 𝑐𝑖 as: 

 

𝑄𝑘(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑐𝑖) ← (1 − 𝛼). 𝑄𝑘(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐𝑖) + 𝛼{𝑟𝑘(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐𝑖} − 𝛾(exp−𝜏∗𝑚)}  ----------(7)  

 

The complete process is modelled as MDP which is represented in the form of state, action, and reward mechanism. The complete 

process initialize with the channel selection at state 𝑠𝑘
𝑒 = 0 where indicator function is 𝐼𝐴{�̅�} = 0 to select the action 𝑎𝑘

𝑒 = 0. According to its 

working procedure, each agent node analyses its current state 𝑠𝑘
𝑒 = 𝑢 ∈  𝑆 and selects an action 𝑎𝑘

𝑒 = 𝑧 where 𝑧 = 1,2, … , 𝑛𝑧 based on the 

channel selection strategy to sense the spectrum. Based on these, it receives the local decisions as 𝐿𝐷𝑘,1
𝑧,𝑒 , . . 𝐿𝐷𝑘,𝑚𝑛

𝑧,𝑒
 about the spectrum 

occupancy with the help of member nodes and estimates the final decision as 𝐶𝐷𝑘
𝑧,𝑒 ∈ {0,1}. This action maximizes the reward as 𝑟𝑘

𝑒  which 

can be used to update the 𝑄 value and determine the reward of next state and action, reward for next state 𝑟𝑘+1
𝑒 , the next state is 𝑠𝑘+1

𝑒  and 

action as 𝑎𝑘+1
𝑒  where 𝑘 is the index of process.  

As mentioned before in eq. (3), the series of state-action is presented as 𝑄𝑘
𝑒 = (𝑠0

𝑒 , 𝑎0
𝑒 , … , 𝑠𝑘−1

𝑒 , 𝑎𝑘−1
𝑒 ). During this process, the decision 𝜎𝑘

𝑒 

maps the obtained state-action sequence in the probability distribution function as ∆𝜎𝑘
𝑒 (𝒜𝑠𝑘

𝑒) based on its actions 𝒜𝑠𝑘
𝑒 to select the spectrum 

from sensed spectrum 𝓏𝑘−1
𝑒  in the given state 𝑠𝑘

𝑒. This action 𝑎𝑘
𝑒  of agent 𝑗 in 𝑠𝑘

𝑒 based on stochastic problem can be formulated as: 

𝑎𝑘
𝑒 = 𝜎𝑘

𝑒(𝑄𝑘
𝑒) ∈ 𝒜𝑠𝑘

𝑒                                         ------------(8)  

 

In order to select the best action, we present a ranking based method to select the best action parameters by ranking the higher action values 

from high to low based on their probability 𝑝. Thus, the action which has higher values has more possibility to be selected as action. The 

probability of action selection is presented as: 

𝑝(𝑠𝑘
𝑒 , 𝑎𝑘

𝑒) =  
𝑒

𝑄(𝑠𝑘
𝑐 ,𝑎𝑘

𝑐 )

𝜏𝑒

∑ 𝑒

𝑄(𝑠𝑘
𝑒,𝑎𝑘

𝑒)

𝜏𝑒
|𝒜

𝑠𝑘
𝑒 |

𝑢

, 𝒵 ∈ 𝒜𝑠𝑘
𝑒                 ----------(9)  

Where 𝜏𝑒 represents the optimal regulatory parameter. If this value of 𝜏  is higher than it can be concluded that the all available actions are 

equally probable to select at the next action. However, small value results in the best action selection because it provides the outcome with 

maximum reward without any alterative options of contradiction in selection. The cumulative reward function 𝑟𝑘+1
𝑒  can be weighted form of 

spectrum availability, energy requirement and decision accuracy for selection. This can be expressed as: 

𝑟𝑘+1
𝑒 (𝑠𝑘

𝑒 , 𝑎𝑘
𝑒) = ∑ 𝐼𝐴,𝑚𝑤𝑚𝑟𝑤𝑚

𝑛𝑟
𝑚=1                    ----------(10)  

Where 𝐼𝐴 is the indicator function, 𝑤 denotes the weights of reward corresponding to spectrum availability, accuracy of local decision and 

energy requirement.  Thus, final reward for spectrum accessibility can be articulated as: 

𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑘+1
𝑒 =

1

2
∑ (

𝑡𝑖𝑑

𝑡𝑏
,

𝑟𝑞𝐵𝑤

𝐵𝑤
)                                      ---------(11)  

Where 𝑡𝑖𝑑 represents the duration of channel being idle and 𝑡𝑏 is the average busy time, 𝐵𝑤 is the bandwidth and 𝑟𝑞𝐵𝑤 is required 

bandwidth. Therefore, channel which is not having the sufficient bandwidth then it attracts zero reward. On the other hand, during a 

communication process, rewards can be estimated based on the idealness of channel and its bandwidth. Similarly, higher busyness and 

inadequate bandwidth also attracts low rewards. Similarly, the reward for decision making also can be presented based on the local decision 

and cumulative final decision as: 

𝑟𝑤𝑙𝑘+1
𝑒 =

1

2
∑(𝐿𝐷𝑖

𝓏 , 𝐶𝐷𝑖
𝓏)                                  --------(12)  

Finally, the reward for energy consumption can be expressed as: 

𝑟𝑤𝑒𝑘+1
𝑒 =

𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑇𝐶𝑆
                                                    ---------(13)  

Where 𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average time for sensing and 𝑇𝐶𝑆 denotes the total time for sensing. During this process, we also perform spectrum aware 

clustering mechanism which considers cluster head election based on spatial correlation, temporal correlation, and residual energy. Since, 

these networks are deployed randomly thus the channel availability depends on the geographical location. The spatial correlation between 

node 𝑖 and 𝑗 can be expressed as: 
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𝑆𝐶 =  {
1 −

𝑑𝑖,𝑗,𝑡

min{𝑟𝑖,𝑟𝑗}
, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 < min(𝑟𝑖 , 𝑟𝑗)

0, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ≥ min{𝑟𝑖 , 𝑟𝑗}
               --------------(14)  

 

Where 𝑑𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 represents the Euclidean distance measure between node 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑗 is the communication radius of node 𝑖 and 𝑗, 

respectively.  

Similarly, the channel availability also depends on the time stamp correlation which is temporal correlation of nodes. This correlation can be 

expressed as: 

𝑇𝐶 =
|𝑐𝑖,𝑡⋂𝑐𝑗,𝑡|

𝑛𝑐
                                                                   ---------(15)  

Here, 𝑐𝑖,𝑡 and 𝑐𝑗,𝑡 denotes the sequence of sensed idle channel for node 𝑖 and 𝑗, respectively, and |𝑐𝑖,𝑡⋂𝑐𝑗,𝑡| denotes the common idle channel. 

Finally, we use the concept of residual energy for node clustering. The higher residual energy leads to selection of stable cluster head. This 

criterion is presented as:  

ℰ𝑖,𝑡 =
𝑒𝑖,𝑡

𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                                                              --------(16)  

Based on these parameters, we formulate cluster formation matrix which is expressed as follows: 

 

ℳ = 𝑤1𝐸(𝑆𝐶). 𝑤2𝐸(𝑇𝐶) + 𝑤3ℰ                                        ----------(17) 

 
 

The node, which has the higher values of ℳ has the high probability to become the cluster head.  Based on these values we construct the 

final weight factor, which is combination of all rewards as: 

 

𝒲 = 𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑘+1
𝑒 + 𝑟𝑤𝑙𝑘+1

𝑒 + 𝑟𝑤𝑒𝑘+1
𝑒                                 -------------(18) 

 
 

With the help of this weight factor, the final reward value is updated as follows: 

 

 

Therefore, the final 

Q value can be updated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

IV. Results and discussion  
 

This section presents the experimental analysis of Proposed QLSS approach and comparative study to show the robustness of Proposed 

QLSS approach. The Proposed QLSS approach is simulated with the help of MATLAB simulation tool and obtained performance is 

compared in terms of network lifetime, network overhead, alive node and spectrum detection probability. Table 1. given below demonstrates 

the simulation parameters used for this experiment. 

Table 1:Simulation Parameters 

 

Parameter Name Parameter Value 

Network area 300m x 300m 

Number of CR users 100-500 

Node deployment Random 

PU active probability 0.5 

Packet Size 512 byte 

Sensing range 50m 

Transmission range 100m 

   

For this study, we have deployed 100 number of nodes randomly in a given 300mx300m 2D- geographical region. The network consists of 

10 to 250 number of users where active user’s probability of PU is 0.5. The sensing range of node is 50m and transmission range of node is 

100m where these nodes can communicate a packet of size 512bytes. Initially, we measure the performance of Proposed QLSS approach for 

100 number of nodes as presented in below given figure 1.  

 

𝑟 = ∑
(1−(𝑠𝑡,𝑐𝑖))∗𝑊𝑡

𝑗
(𝑐𝑖)

𝑁

𝑁
𝑗=1                                              -------------(19)  

𝑄𝑘
𝑒 ← 𝑄𝑘

𝑒 + 𝑟𝑘+1
𝑒 + 𝛾 max𝑎(𝑄𝑘+1

𝑒 ) − 𝑄𝑘
𝑒                           --------(20) 
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                                  (c)   Packet delivery rate                                                     (d) Residual energy  

                     

Fig.1. Network performance for 100 node scenario 

 

According to the above given figure 1,  the Proposed QLSS approach shows significant improvement when compared with existing 

schemes as mentioned in [33]. In this experiment, the average dead node performance is obtained as 42, 63,69 by using Proposed QLSS, 

EGSD-G (energy-efficient game-theory-based spectrum decision) and EGSD-R (energy-efficient game-theory-based spectrum random 

selection) , respectively. Similarly, the alive node performance is obtained as 58,37, and 31 for Proposed QLSS, EGSD-G and EGSD-R 

techniques, respectively. Further, we measure the successful packet delivery rate to BS for 100 node scenario where Proposed QLSS 

approach achieves 92% delivery rate whereas existing EGSD-G and EGSD-R achieves 72% and 78% delivery rate, respectively as shown in 

fig 1(c) above. Figure 1(d) shows the outcome for residual energy where Proposed QLSS approach reported the average residual energy as 

32.55%, whereas EGSD-G and EGSD-R reported residual energy as 8.20% and 6.12%, respectively.  

Further, we measure the performance in terms of probability of detection vs probability of false alarm for varied SNR levels.  According to 

this experiment, the 𝑃𝐹𝐴 is 8.5x10-4 and SNR =3dB shows the detection probability as 0.14. Similarly, as the SNR is increasing the detection 

probability is also increasing as it achieves 𝑃𝐷𝐴 = 0.92 

 

 
Fig.2. Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm 
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In next stage, we measure the network overhead performance for varied number of primary users and compared the performance with 

existing technique. Below given figure 3. shows a comparative performance in terms of network overhead.  

 

 
Fig.3. Network overhead performance  

 

According to this experiment, the average network overhead is obtained 0.44, 0.45, 0.40, and 0.31 by applying EGSD-G, EGSD-R, MVSD 

(minimum-variance-based spectrum decision), Proposed QLSS Approach, respectively. This experiment shows that the increasing number of 

PUs are increasing the overhead but Proposed QLSS approach shows a significant reduction in network overhead due to efficient cluster 

head selection.  

     In next experiment, we measure the spectrum utilization performance for varied number of cognitive radio users and compared the 

performance with existing techniques such as LITC (longest idle time channel selection), BFC (Best fit channel selection), GA (Genetic 

Algorithm), ICSSSS (intelligent channel selection scheme) and ILFCS (Iintelligent learning fuzzy-based channel selection) as mentioned in 

[34] , DSACSS.  

 
Fig.4. Average spectrum utilization performance 

 

The average spectrum utilization is obtained as 0.308, 0.421, 0.508, 0.691, 0.82,  0.878, and 0.946 by using LITC, BFC, 

GA, ICSSSS, ILFCS, DSACSS and Proposed QLSS Approach, respectively. It is obvious that when numbers of users are increasing, the 

interference also increases but Proposed QLSS spectrum management scheme helps to mitigate this issue. The increase in number of CR 

users, leads to increase in density. Similarly, frequent channel switching also increases the interference.  
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Fig.5. Average interference performance  

 

Further, we measure the average spectrum utilization performance for varied number of cognitive radio users where CR users are 

varied from 10 to 200. Here, main aims it to depict the performance of proposed spectrum management by using resource allocation. As 

discussed before, the spectrum detection analysis shows that Proposed QLSS approach achieves better detection accuracy.  

Further, we compare the performance of Proposed QLSS approach with other existing schemes as mentioned in [35]. Below given 

figure 6 depicts the end-to-end delay performance for varied number of primary users. This experiment demonstrates that increasing number 

of primary user lead to increase the delay due to inclusion of several tasks of communication. The average delay is obtained as 0.604, 0.59 

s,0.49 s, 0.45s, and 0.32s by using ESAC (energy aware spectrum aggregation cognitive routing), EACRP (energy aware cognitive wireless 

sensor network routing), Distance based [35], DSACSS, and Proposed QLSS, respectively.  

 

 
Fig.6. End-to-End delay performance for varied number of PUs 

 

Similarly, energy consumption also becomes a challenging issue for these networks. However, Proposed QLSS approach successfully 

handles these drawbacks. Below given figure 7 depicts the comparative analysis of average energy consumption for varied number of PUs.  
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Fig.7. Average energy consumption for varied number of Pus 

 

Increasing delay and PUs lead to consume more energy. In this experiment, the average energy consumption is obtained as 8.22J, 7.94 J,

 7.34 J, 6.66 J, and 5.36 J by using ESAC, EACRP, Distance based [35], DSACSS, and Proposed QLSS, respectively.  

 

 

 
Fig.8. Packet delivery performance for varied number of SUs 

 

Finally, we measure the average packet delivery performance for varied number of SUs. Above figure 8, depicts the final performance 

comparison in terms of packet delivery. The average performance is obtained as 83.16%, 87.33%, 93.11%, 94.78%, and 96.21% by using 

ESAC, EACRP, Distance based [35], DSACSS and Proposed QLSS, respectively 

 

 

V. Conclusion  
 

In this work, spectrum sensing and allocation in cognitive radio enabled WSN has been focused. The proposed scheme uses cooperative 

spectrum sensing and Q-learning based approach for spectrum allocation. The comparative study shows the average spectrum detection 

performance is obtained as 0.308, 0.421,0.508,0.691,0.82, 0.878, and 0.946 by using LITC, BFC, GA, ICSSSS, ILFCS, DSACSS and 

Proposed QLSS Approach, respectively. The experimental analysis shows the significant improvement in the performance of Proposed 

QLSS approach.  
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